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We report studies of the structure and packing of Langmuir monolayers�LMs� of polypeptide
poly��-4-�n-hexadecyloxy�benzyl �,L-glutamate� �C16–O–PBLG� on the surface of water. The
molecule is a ‘‘hairy rod’’ and consists of side attachments of hexadecyloxy chains�–O–C16� to the
rigid rod-like core made up of�-helical poly��-benzyl L-glutamate� �PBLG�. Measurements include
surface pressure��� versus area/monomer�A� isotherms, x-ray specular reflectivity�XR�, and
grazing incidence diffraction�GID�. In contrast to the LM of bare PBLG on water, which undergoes
a monolayer/bilayer transition with increasing�, monolayers of C16–O–PBLG remain stable up to
the highest densities. On the basis of XR and GID results, the structure of the C16–O–PBLG
monolayer is characterized by the following main features. First, hydrophobicity causes the
–O–C16 chains to segregate towards the film/gas interface and away from water and the PBLG
cores, which sit parallel to and near the water/film interface. Since the attachment position of some
of the side chains is at the core/water interface, the segregation forces these chains into the space
between neighboring core rods. Compression associated with increasing� thickens the film but the
internally segregated structure is maintained for all� �i.e., ��30 dyne/cm�. Second, the C16–O–
PBLG rods form domains in which the rods are aligned parallel to each other and to the interface.
The correlation length for the interhelix positional order of the rods is short and typically
comparable to or less than the length of the rods. With increasing� the spacingd between
nearest-neighbor rods decreases linearly withA at high �, indicating a direct correspondence
between the macroscopic compressibility and the microscopic interhelix compressibility. Third, as
� increases past�5 dyne/cm, the local packing of tethered–O–C16 chains displays the same
herringbone�HB� order that is common for high-density bulk and monolayer phases of alkyl chains.
Various features of the observed GID peaks also imply that the HB order of–O–C16 chains is
oriented with respect to the helical axes of aligned PBLG cores. We propose that the HB order is
established initially by one-dimensionally confined chains between aligned rods at low� and grows
laterally with compression. ©2003 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1602058�

I. INTRODUCTION

Rigid �-helical polypeptides possessing long side chains
are representative of polymers that are often described as
‘‘hairy rods.’’1,2 The composite character of these molecules
implies that they can display structural order at two levels,
i.e., in the arrangements of their rigid rod-like cores�‘‘rods’’ �
and in the packing of side chains�‘‘hairs’’ �. This is partly
responsible for the richness of phase behaviors exhibited by
hairy-rod polypeptides in bulk. For example, in the case of
poly�glutamate� derivatives with long alkyl side chains,

temperature-dependent studies have revealed crystalline
phases with different degrees of side-chain order, a choles-
teric liquid crystal that can be induced thermotropically, and
an isotropic liquid.3–7 The thermotropic liquid crystalline be-
havior has been attributed to the melting of side chains,
which act as a ‘‘solvent’’ for the rod-like cores.3–5

Hairy-rod polypeptides can also be assembled in two
dimensions�2D� by forming a Langmuir monolayer�LM � at
the water/vapor interface.8,9 In the LM, the long axes of the
molecules are oriented parallel to the monolayer plane, simi-
lar to the way in which these rods are oriented in the layered
bulk crystals and cholesteric liquid crystals.3–7 On the other
hand, the LM is not a simple 2D analogue of the layered bulk
structures since it is in contact with water on one side of the
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layer. As a result, the structure of the LM is determined by
both the ‘‘rod–rod’’ and ‘‘hair–hair’’ interactions as well as
by the hydrophobicity of the side chains. Nevertheless, the
LMs of hairy-rod polypeptides provide an opportunity to in-
vestigate whether the two types of order, namely the rod
alignment order and the side-chain packing order, can simul-
taneously manifest themselves in reduced dimensions. The
LM geometry is also advantageous for studying the depen-
dence of these different types of order on the degree of lat-
eral compression.

Over the last decade, Langmuir–Blodgett�LB� films of
hairy-rod poly�glutamate�s have attracted considerable inter-
est because of their potential1,2,10 for use in optical,11–13

optoelectronic,14–16 and sensor device applications.17,18 LB
multilayer films are most often formed through sequential
deposition of a LM on a solid substrate. One of the interest-
ing findings that emerged from the LB studies is that as-
deposited LB multilayers often display a bilayer periodicity
along the film normal.14–16,19–23The common explanation
for this observation is that in the LM state prior to LB depo-
sition, hydrophobic side chains of hairy rods segregate at the
film/air interface, resulting in a nonuniform density distribu-
tion normal to the monolayer. However, no direct measure-
ments of the corresponding LM structures have been carried
out to confirm this inference, albeit a very reasonable one. In
the absence of direct structural studies on LMs of hairy-rod
polypeptides on water, little is known about the extent to
which the various components of these complex molecules
are ordered in the LM state.

This paper describes synchrotron x-ray scattering struc-
tural studies of LMs formed by the hairy-rod polypeptide
poly��-4-�n-hexadecyloxy�benzyl �,L-glutamate�5–7 �C16–
O–PBLG� at various points along surface pressure��� ver-
sus area/monomer�A� isotherms. Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show
the chemical structure of the repeating unit of the polymer
and a pictorial representation of a hairy rod, respectively.
The ‘‘rod’’ part of the molecule C16–O–PBLG consists of
the �-helical polypeptide poly��-benzyl L-glutamate�
�PBLG�, and the ‘‘hair’’ part is given by the hexadecyloxy
chains�–O–C16; one chain per monomer� that extend out
from the PBLG core. The LM of C16–O–PBLG is expected
to encompass the structural attributes of two very different
types of less complex LM systems whose microscopic struc-
tures have already been characterized by previous x-ray scat-
tering studies. The first system of relevance is the LM of bare
PBLG. It has been shown recently24 that in the monolayer
these rod-like PBLG molecules lie down parallel to the in-
terface and align locally with their immediate neighbors. Lat-
eral compression past��9 dyne/cm�at 22 °C� results in a
first-order monolayer/bilayer transition. In the present study
on C16–O–PBLG, we probe the effects that the attachment
of extra –O–C16 chains has on the 2D arrangements of
PBLG rods and on the stability of the monolayer against
formation of a bilayer when external pressure is applied.

Given that the packing of–O–C16 chains is another
important aspect of the LM structure of C16–O–PBLG, the
second type of LM systems of particular relevance are those
formed by simple long-chain surfactants, such as fatty acids,
alcohols, esters, and phospholipids.25–28 The ordered phases

of these latter systems have been shown to consist of 2D
packing of long alkyl chains that are tilted with respect to the
surface normal at low surface pressure� and become un-
tilted at high�. In the case of fatty acid LMs, the structural
details for each of the several 2D crystalline and liquid crys-
talline phases�at least eight in total� in the generalized�-T
phase diagram are now fairly well established.28 In contrast
to these LMs of ‘‘isolated’’ alkyl chains, the tethered chains
of the C16–O–PBLG LM provide an opportunity to study
the 2D ordering of ‘‘constrained’’ alkyl chains. In particular,
one of the principal aims of the present study is to elucidate
how the lateral packing of–O–C16 chains is influenced by
both the tethering to and the ordering of rod-like PBLG
cores.

We characterized the LMs of C16–O–PBLG by measur-
ing �-A isotherms at various temperatures and probed the
microscopic structure at room temperature by carrying outin
situ x-ray specular reflectivity�XR� and grazing incidence
diffraction �GID� measurements at various stages of lateral
compression. Some of the results have been summarized in a
recent short communication;29 this paper presents the details
of the complete study. The principal results are as follows:�i�
The �-A isotherms show that C16–O–PBLG monolayers
sustain high � ��40 dyne/cm at 22 °C� and that the
monolayer/bilayer transition is suppressed in this system.
The isotherms forT�22 °C exhibit a reversible, relatively
narrow plateau-like feature at low� that is absent atT
�11 °C; the origin of this feature will be speculated upon
below. �ii � The electron density profiles extracted from the

FIG. 1. �a� Chemical structure of the C16–O–PBLG monomer;�b� a pic-
torial representation of a hairy rod; and�c� x-ray scattering geometry.
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XR results are consistent with internal segregation of the
monolayer in which the hydrophobic–O–C16 chains are
segregated at the film/gas interface and PBLG cores lie par-
allel to and near the water/film interface.�iii � The GID pat-
terns show a broad peak that originates from local alignment
of C16–O–PBLG rods within the monolayer plane. Due to
the presence of–O–C16 chains that are confined between
aligned PBLG cores, the interhelix distance between C16–
O–PBLG rods is larger than that between bare PBLG rods.
�iv� Compression of the film to high surface pressure en-
hances the lateral packing order of–O–C16 chains. Two
GID peaks observed at high� are consistent with a common
packing mode of alkyl chains, known as the herringbone
�HB� packing,28,30,31 that is observed in high-density bulk
and monolayer phases of alkyl chains. The appearance of
only one of the peaks at low� suggests that even when there
is no external pressure, the ordered fraction of the–O–C16
chains are packed one dimensionally. In order to account
for these observations, we propose a model in which the
HB order is established initially by one-dimensionally
confined chains between aligned rods and grows laterally
with compression. Given that the fatty acid monolayer of
comparable chain length would show the HB order at much
lower T(��20 °C),28 the room-temperature observation
of the HB order for the–O–C16 chains is likely to be a
result of reduction in chain entropy due to tethering and
confinement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a brief description of experimental details. In Sec.
III, the experimental results from�-A isotherm, XR, and
GID measurements are presented and discussed. In Sec. IV,
the main conclusions are summarized.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample and �-A isotherm measurements

Two different samples of poly��-4-�n-hexadecyloxy�-
benzyl�,L-glutamate� �C16–O–PBLG; see Fig. 1�a�� mol-
ecules were used in this study: a polydisperse, high-MW
sample�MW 149 000 �vis�; DP 325 �vis�, PDI 1.32� and a
monodisperse, low-MW sample�MW 34 900; DP 76�. Syn-
thesis of the monodisperse sample was accomplished via re-
combinant DNA methods and has been described
elsewhere.7,32 Throughout this paper, the polydisperse/
high-MW and the monodisperse/low-MW samples are re-
ferred to as ‘‘PD325’’ and ‘‘MD76,’’ respectively. Based on
the �-helix pitch of L1�1.5 Å/monomer along the helical
axis, the length of the rod is aboutL�115 Å for the MD76
sample and on the order ofL�500 Å for the PD325 case.

Detailed descriptions of the Langmuir trough, cleaning
procedures, temperature control, and film deposition method
used have been given previously.33–35 The entire trough as-
sembly, including a Wilhelmy balance, is enclosed in a
sealed aluminum box. For isotherm measurements, the box
was filled with high purity N2 gas. For x-ray measurements,
it was filled with high purity He in order to minimize the
background scattering. A Langmuir film of C16–O–PBLG
was prepared by spreading a measured volume of chloroform
solution on pure water surface�Milli-Q quality �. Prior to

spreading, the subphase was maintained at the temperature
of interest for a period of 1 h or longer. The nominal
concentration of the spreading solutions used ranged from
0.30 to 0.42 mg/mL, and typical volume spread ranged
from 90 to 120 	L. In terms of area/monomerA, this
corresponded to spreading each film at an initial area of
A�40 Å2/monomer.

For all the isotherm results to be presented, the following
stepwise continuous method was used for film compression.
Fifteen seconds following each compression step, which was
typically 
A�0.25 Å2/monomer, the surface pressure�
was measured and the next compression step was taken. The
barrier speed used in typical measurements corresponded to a
compression rate of�0.02 �Å2/monomer�/s. During x-ray
experiments, the same stepwise continuous method was used
for compression from one area of interest to the next, but
after the target area/monomer was reached, the film was al-
lowed to relax before measurement.

B. X-ray measurements

The x-ray experiments were carried out using the
Harvard/BNL liquid surface spectrometer33 at Beamline
X22B at the National Synchrotron Light Source, with an
x-ray wavelength of��1.55 Å. The general scattering ge-
ometry illustrated in Fig. 1�c� defines scattering angles
��, �, and 2� and wave vectors. The surface lies in thex –y
plane, and the plane of incidence defines they –z plane
�2�0�. The wave vector transferq is defined to be the dif-
ference between the scattered and incident wave vectors:
q�kout�kin . The components along the surface normal�the
z axis� and parallel to the surface plane are given by
qz�(2�/�)�sin(�)�sin(�)� and qxy�(2�/�)�cos2(�)
�cos2(�)�2cos(�)cos(�)cos(2)�1/2, respectively. For all
measurements, scattered signals were measured by a NaI
scintillation detector. Between the sample and the detector,
two sets of crossed Huber slits were placed, one set atS1

�209 mm after the sample center and the other�detector
slits� at S2�677 mm. In the following, the height and width
of slit opening atSi are indicated as (Hi ,Wi). For small 2,
the purpose of the slits atS1 is to eliminate stray scattering
and otherwise reduce background. As discussed below, for
large 2, the slits atS1 determine theqxy resolution.

1. X-ray specular reflectivity (XR)

In XR, the fractionR of the incident x-ray intensity that
is reflected specularly in the plane of incidence�i.e., ���
and 2�0, or qxy�0) is measured as a function of the inci-
dent angle� or wave vector transferqz�(4�/�)sin(�). The
detector resolutions were defined by the detector slit opening
(H2 ,W2)��2.5 mm, 3.0 mm� at S2 and corresponded to
�qx�0.018 Å�1, �qy�0.001 85qz , and �qz�0.015 Å�1.
The specular reflectivity reported here is the difference be-
tween this signal at 2�0 and the background intensities
measured at 2 offsets of�0.25°, corresponding to the full
width �qx of the detector resolution.

Specular reflectivity originates from the variation in the
average electron density profile��(z)� across the interface
�averaged over appropriate coherence lengths in thex –y
plane�. For qz /qc�4 – 5, with qc denoting the critical wave
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vector for total reflection (qc�0.0218 Å�1 for pure water
subphase�, the reflectivityR(qz) from a macroscopically ho-
mogeneous surface is well described by the ‘‘master for-
mula’’ approximation36–38

R�qz�

RF�qz�
���

��

��

dz
d

dz � ���z ��
��

�e�iqzz�2

, �1�

where�� is the electron density in the bulk subphase (��

�0.334 electrons/Å3 for water�. RF(qz) is the Fresnel reflec-
tivity of an ideally flat and sharp subphase/gas interface,
which is equal toRF(qz)�1 for qz�qc �total reflection� and
decays algebraically asRF(qz)�(qc/2qz)

4 for qz�qc .

2. Grazing incidence diffraction (GID)

For this measurement, the incident angle� is fixed be-
low the critical angle�c �at��1.55 Å,�c�0.154° for water
subphase�, and scattered intensities are measured as a func-
tion of 2 or qxy ���4�/��sin�� for ��0�. For ���c , the
reflectivity is essentially total, with the only field below the
interface being evanescent waves. As a result, diffuse scat-
tering from the bulk subphase is largely suppressed. The ex-
istence of 2D order with a repeat distanced along the surface
�e.g., a crystalline monolayer� would result in a peak atqxy

�2�/d. By performing 2 �or qxy) scans near a GID peak at
qxy�2�/d but at different heights above the surface horizon
�i.e., at various values of��0 or qz�0), one can obtain
information about how the 2D order responsible for the peak
is correlated along the surface normal�i.e., thez axis�.37

The settings used to collect most of the GID data are as
follows: The incident angle was fixed at��0.12°, and the
illuminated footprint on the surface extended over approxi-
matelyL f�50 mm along the beam direction. In view of the
fact that the effective width of sample as seen at the detector
position increases with 2 as L f sin(2), the resolution is
slightly more complicated than for XR. The slit settings that
were used are: (H1 ,W1)��6.0 mm, 3.0 mm� at S1 �all
cases�, (H2 ,W2)��18.0 mm, 2.0 mm� at S2 for 2��10°,
and (H2 ,W2)��18.0 mm, 3.0 mm� for 2��10°. The in-
plane full width at half maximum�FWHM� resolution�qxy ,
which depends on 2, L f , and Wi , varied as �qxy

�0.070qxy for 0.17 Å�1�qxy�0.37 Å�1. For qxy�q�
�0.37 Å�1, the resolution was limited by the fixed horizon-
tal openingW1 of the front slits and therefore was constant at
�qxy�0.026 Å�1, but only a fraction�q�/qxy of the illumi-
nated pathL f contributed to the raw intensities observed by
the detector. The relatively large vertical openingH2 of the
detector slits corresponded to the integration of scattered sig-
nals over
qz�0.11 Å�1.

3. Comments on radiation effects

At an early stage in the experiment, C16–O–PBLG
films were found to be sensitive to x rays when high incident
intensities were used. With a full incident flux (�109 cts/s)
striking the film-coated surface, time-dependent changes
could be observed in the scattered intensities. In the case of
GID, the use of high intensity beams resulted in a loss of
diffraction peaks within 1 h. Consequently, both the incident
intensity and exposure time were reduced in the subsequent

measurements by using absorbers, small beam divergence,
and reduced counting time. Moreover, during measurements
at any givenA, the surface was translated perpendicular to
the incident beam�along thex axis in Fig. 1�c�� from time to
time to introduce a fresh spot into the beam for illumination.
This also served to limit x-ray exposure on any given spot on
the film surface. By performing frequent quick reflectivity
scans, it was possible to verify that there were no significant
radiation-induced changes in the reported film structure. The
reduced incident intensity and counting time resulted in
some loss of counting statistics in the scattering data; how-
ever, there was no other recourse.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. �-A isotherms

A series of�-A isotherms measured at various tempera-
tures are summarized in Fig. 2�a� for the PD325 films and in
Fig. 2�b� for the MD76 films, respectively. Each curve cor-

FIG. 2. �-A isotherms from C16–O–PBLG monolayers:�a� PD325 films
and �b� MD76 films at various temperatures�shifted vertically for clarity�;
�c� room-temperature comparison between PD325 and MD76 films of
C16–PBLG and bare PBLG.
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responds to the first compression scan on an as-spread film.
For T�22 and 30 °C, at which many films were spread, iso-
therms obtained from separate films are presented together to
demonstrate the reproducibility of the isotherms.

Prominent features in the C16–O–PBLG isotherms and
their temperature dependence are qualitatively independent
of the differences between the two samples. At large areas
(A��35 Å2/monomer), the surface pressure remains equal
to zero. For T�22 °C, compression pastA�35 Å2/
monomer results in a characteristic ‘‘shoulder’’ or plateau-
like feature at low surface pressure����5 dyne/cm�, in
which an initial rise in� to a few dyne/cm is followed by a
kink and then a much slower increase in�. At T�11 °C, on
the other hand, such a shoulder-like feature is absent. In all
cases (11�T�43 °C), further compression above�5
dyne/cm results in a steep rise in�, which continues until
the pressure exceeds a few tens of dyne/cm and the film
collapses�indicated by the isotherms bending down at high
��. For each of the two samples, the low-� part of the iso-
therm shifts to larger areas as the temperature is raised,
which suggests thermal expansion of C16–O–PBLG films.

In Fig. 2�c�, the room-temperature isotherms�22 °C� of
the two C16–O–PBLG samples are compared with that of
bare PBLG. The PBLG isotherm exhibits a well-defined pla-
teau at� �9 dyne/cm, which has been shown to be consis-
tent with a first-order monolayer/bilayer transition.24 The
very different�-A characteristics displayed by the C16–O–
PBLG monolayers must be related to the presence of the
additional alkyl chains�–O–C16�.

Disregarding the shoulder feature at low� for the mo-
ment, extrapolations of the low compressibility part of the
isotherms�where� increases sharply� down to theA axis
���0� yield A lim�27 Å2/monomer for the two samples of
C16–O–PBLG at 22 °C. This value ofA lim is clearly greater
�by �30%� than A lim�20.5 Å2/monomer for PBLG. It
should be mentioned that theA lim value for PBLG is quan-
titatively consistent with the microscopic structure of the
PBLG monolayer, in which the rigid PBLG rods lie down
flat on the water surface and are aligned parallel to their
immediate neighbors.24 The lateral interhelix distance�per-
pendicular to the helical axis� in an uncompressed PBLG
monolayer���0� has been shown to bed�13.6 Å. This and
the � helix pitch of L1�1.5 Å/monomer along the helical
axis imply a microscopic area/monomer ofA�d�L1

�20.4 Å2/monomer, which agrees with theA lim estimated
from the isotherm. Similarly, the GID results ford versus�
to be presented below indicate that the hairy rods C16–O–
PBLG are also oriented parallel to the water surface and
satisfy the relationA�d�L1 for ���5 dyne/cm. There-
fore, the greater value ofA lim for C16–O–PBLG can be
interpreted as arising primarily from an increase in interhelix
distance between aligned rods.

More quantitatively, the�30% difference inA lim be-
tween C16–O–PBLG and PBLG is equivalent to an increase
in the interhelix d-spacing by
d�5 Å. This difference
should correspond to the width of the gap between an adja-
cent pair of aligned PBLG cores in the C16–O–PBLG
monolayer. Note that this width
d is considerably shorter

than the length of the–O–C16 chain, which stretches out to
17�1.27 Å�21.6 Å in the all-trans conformation. It is how-
ever comparable to a typical nearest-neighbor distancea
�5 Å found in the ordered monolayer phases of alkyl
chains.28,39 According to these considerations, the–O–C16
chains that are pinned between a pair of aligned PBLG cores
cannot be directed from one core toward the other, parallel to
the surface. Instead, it is more likely that such chains point
away from the water surface, an inference that is also con-
sistent with their hydrophobicity.

Another important observation is that the C16–O–
PBLG monolayers withstand relatively high surface pres-
sures, up to��40 dyne/cm at 22 °C. This is to be contrasted
from the case of the PBLG monolayer, which collapses at
��9 dyne/cm to form a bilayer�see Fig. 2�c��. The origin of
the higher stability for C16–O–PBLG monolayers will be
illuminated by the x-ray results to be discussed in the follow-
ing sections.

A unique feature of the C16–O–PBLG isotherms is the
appearance of the small shoulder-like plateau at low� for
T�22 °C. Evidence that this is not an artifact but originates
from compression-induced changes in the internal structure
of the monolayer, is provided by the isotherm data that are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The results of these two different sets
of measurements can be summarized as follows:

Figure 3 illustrates the reversibility of the C16–O–
PBLG isotherms. The four scans shown were obtained from
a single film that underwent two compression/expansion
cycles at 22 °C. Compression was restricted to��25
dyne/cm in order to avoid a significant loss of material from
the monolayer that can result from a collapse at high� �e.g.,
formation of 3D aggregates above or below the monolayer,
deposition along the trough edges and the barrier, etc.�. It is
clear from the overlaps between the first and second
compression/expansion scans that the isotherm is reversible
as long as the pressure remains well below the collapse
point. Moreover, the expansion isotherms consistently ex-
hibit the same shoulder feature, although there is some hys-
teresis on the largeA side where��0. The observation sug-
gests that in the range ofA over which this plateau occurs,

FIG. 3. Compression/expansion isotherms taken on a C16–O–PBLG film
�PD325� at 22 °C �the same film for all scans�. The film was compressed
only up to��25 dyne/cm, and went through two compression/expansion
cycles.
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the surface does not contain bare water areas ofmacroscopic
size. It is conceivable that for a very stiff film, the presence
of macroscopic voids might still lead to a small but finite
pressure upon compression; however, it seems unlikely that
the same feature should appear in the expansion isotherm. If
there were macroscopic 2D voids, they should vanish after
the first compression and would not reproduce the width of
the plateau between the first and second compression iso-
therms.

The temperature dependence of the shoulder feature, i.e.,
its presence forT�22 °C and its absence at 11 °C, is dem-
onstrated more convincingly in Fig. 4. The figure shows an-
other set of isotherms obtained fromone film. This film was
first subjected to two cycles of compression/expansion at
11 °C, where the compression in each cycle was allowed to
go beyond the collapse point. The isotherms shifted to
smaller areas due to material loss, which is estimated to be
�8% after the first compression�from the area shift between
the first and second compression scans� and�1% after the
second compression�from the shift between the first and
second expansion scans�. Apart from these shifts inA, all of
these four scans show a monotonic behavior at low�. After
the second expansion, the film was left undisturbed atA
�42 Å2/monomer for 5 h while the subphase temperature
was raised and stabilized at 22.7 °C. The film was then com-
pressed for thethird time but now at 22.7 °C. The corre-
sponding isotherm�up triangles in Fig. 4� now clearly exhib-
its the shoulder feature at low�. Moreover, when this third
scan is shifted horizontally to account for the total material
loss of �9% due to the first two compressions�down tri-
angles�, it agrees very well with the scan on a fresh film at
22 °C �line�.

Some speculations can be made about the origin of the
shoulder feature. The fact that this feature is present at room

temperature but disappears at low temperature is reminiscent
of the coexistence behavior associated with the first-order
transition between liquid-expanded (L1) and liquid-
condensed (L2) monolayer phases of simple surfactant mol-
ecules of comparable chain length. TheL1 phase is a liquid-
like phase characterized by disorder in both chain tilt and
conformation�i.e., gauche defects�, whereas in theL2 phase
the chains are stretched out and well aligned.25,26,28 In the
case of fatty acid monolayers, both theL1 phase and the
compression-inducedL1–L2 transition are completely sup-
pressed atT�18 °C for pentadecanoic acid�C15�25,40 and at
T�28 °C for hexadecanoic acid�C16�.28,41,42It should also
be noted that the bulk melting point of hexadecane�C16�
occurs at 18 °C.39 Moreover, the GID results to be presented
below show evidence that at room temperature not all but a
good fraction of the tethered–O–C16 chains are disordered
at low � ���5 dyne/cm�. All these considerations suggest
that the shoulder feature forT�22 °C may be somehow as-
sociated with chain ‘‘freezing’’ in which some of the confor-
mationally disordered –O–C16 chains that are originally
present at��0 would be transformed to the all-trans state
through lateral compression. According to this interpretation,
the chains would already be frozen at��0 for T�11 °C.
On the other hand, one major difference between the ob-
served behavior of the shoulder feature and theL1–L2

transition for simple surfactant monolayers is in the depen-
dence on temperature. It is well known that theL1–L2 co-
existence pressure increases significantly with increasing
temperature, e.g.,d�L1 –L2 /dT�1.0– 1.2 (dyne/cm)/°C for
fatty acids.25,40–42The fact that the pressure at the onset of
the shoulder feature does not show such strong temperature
dependence may be a result of the tethering of–O–C16
chains, as opposed to these chains being isolated or ‘‘free.’’

Although the isotherms of the two C16–O–PBLG
samples display qualitatively similar overall behaviors, there
are quantitative differences between them. The most obvious
of all is the difference in the width of the shoulder feature,
which is wider for the PD325 sample by a factor of 2–3. The
comparison shown in Fig. 2�c� also indicates that at 22 °C,
the PD325 film is more compressible than the MD76 film at
high � ���5 dyne/cm�. The question of how these discrep-
ancies between the two samples are related to the differences
in dispersity and the molecular size�DP or MW� cannot be
answered here. Some of these issues as well as the origin of
the shoulder feature are discussed further in the subsequent
sections.

B. XR: Segregation within the monolayer

Representative XR data from C16–O–PBLG films are
displayed in Fig. 5 in terms of the normalized reflectivity
R(qz)/RF(qz). These data sets were obtained from the
PD325 films at various stages of compression atT
�22.5 °C, and the corresponding positions along the iso-
therm are indicated on the right side of the figure. Very simi-
lar results have been obtained from the MD76 films atT
�22.5 °C and 30.9 °C�not shown�. The figure clearly shows
that the oscillation periods�in qz) of theR/RF curves shorten
with increasing�, which implies thickening of the film as a
result of compression.

FIG. 4. Compression�filled symbols� and expansion�open symbols� iso-
therms taken on a PD325 film. The first two cycles were measured at 11 °C.
After the second expansion, the film was left undisturbed for 5 h atA
�42 Å2/monomer while the temperature was raised to 22.7 °C. After a 9%
correction in area/monomer for material loss, the third compression scan
�triangles� agrees with an isotherm on a fresh film at 22 °C. The isotherms at
22 °C have been shifted vertically for clarity.
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The extraction of the average electron density profiles
across the water/C16–O–PBLG/gas interface has been car-
ried out using a simple ‘‘n-box’’ model for ��(z)�/�� that is
based on the combination ofn�1 error functions. A sche-
matic representation for the most relevant case ofn�2 �the
‘‘two-box’’ model� is given in Fig. 6�a�. In an n-box model,
each of then layers assumed between the water subphase
(�/���1) and the vapor above (�/���0) is represented by
a box of height� i�� i /�� and thicknessl i�zi�zi�1 , and
each of then�1 interfaces is then smeared out by a Gauss-
ian roughness� i . In the analysis, theoreticalR/RF curves
based on this model profile and Eq.�1� have been fit to the
data in the rangeqz�0.1 Å�1 �i.e., qz /qc�4.5).

For all the reflectivity data obtained from the C16–O–
PBLG films, the use of the two-box model with�1�1 and
�2�1 �see Fig. 6�a�� is both necessary and sufficient to pro-
duce good fits. The analysis based on the one-box model
(� i�0 for i�2) leads to fits whose visible discrepancies
from the data are too large to be acceptable, indicating that
the ability of the two-box model to create a nonuniform den-
sity distribution across the film is essential. On the other
hand, a relatively small number of measurement points and
large uncertainties in theR/RF data at highqz �see the com-
ments on radiation effects in Sec. II B� would prevent an
independent determination of all the two-box parameters if
they were allowed to vary freely. Consequently, two kinds of
constraints were used in the fitting. First, the thickness of the
first layer, which will be later identified as a sublayer domi-

FIG. 5. Specular reflectivity normalized to the Fresnel reflectivity, measured
from C16–O–PBLG films�PD325� at 22.5 °C and at various area/monomer
A or surface pressure� �shifted vertically for clarity�. The solid lines are the
best-fit R/RF curves based on a two-box model for the average electron
density profiles��(z)�.

FIG. 6. �a� Two-box model for average electron density profile��(z)�. The
parameters shown in�a� are the fitting parameters thatdefine the profile.�b�
Pictorial representation�end-on view� of hairy rods sitting on the water
surface. The–O–C16chains prefer to stay away from water and PBLG
cores lie parallel to and near the interface with water.�c� New parameters
lcore, lchain, �core, �chain that are derived from the density profiles. They are
defined by the extremum points in the profile and the gradient, which is
shown at the bottom.
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nated by PBLG cores�see Fig. 6�b��, was constrained as z1

�l1�9.6 Å on the basis of the smallest observed thickness
of l1�10.6�1.0 Å for PBLG monolayers.24 Second, the
lower bound on each roughness parameter (�0 , �1 , and�2)
was set to be equal to the predicted capillary wave roughness
�cw .43,44 The latter can be calculated from the surface ten-
sion ���w�� (�w for water�, the relation�cw

2 �T/�,43,44

and the value of�cw(��0)�2.50 Å for a clean water sur-
face at 22.5 °C, which was measured using the same experi-
mental resolutions as for the films. This second constraint
neglects any features in the density profile��(z)�/�� that are
sharper than�cw .

The best-fitR/RF curves based on the two-box model
are indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 5 and the correspond-
ing profiles��(z)�/�� are shown in Fig. 7�a� for the PD325
films. The ranges of the two-box parameters determined
from the
�2�1 contours in the parameter space�67% con-
fidence limits� are listed in Table I�a� for three representative
films. In Fig. 7�b�, comparisons are made between the pro-
files extracted for PD325 and MD76 films at comparable
surface pressures. The bottom two panels in the figure also
show the one-box profiles obtained previously for the PBLG
monolayer.24

Figure 7 shows that for all the C16–O–PBLG films, the
lower half of the film�immediately above the water/film in-
terface� is clearly denser than the upper half. While the thick-
ening of the film broadens the profile with increasing�, the
nonuniform and asymmetric density distribution across the
film persists up to high�. Figure 7�b� shows that the width
of the denser region is comparable to the thickness of PBLG
monolayers. As depicted in Fig. 6�b�, these observations sug-
gest that the C16–O–PBLG monolayer is composed of the
following two physically separate sublayers:�i� a lower layer
dominated by the rod-like PBLG cores�i.e., the helical back-
bone and part of the side chains closer to it� lying parallel to
the interface, and�ii � an upper layer consisting primarily of
the –O–C16 chains. This type of segregation at the sub-
monolayer level is consistent with both the composite char-
acter of these hairy rod molecules and the hydrophobicity of
the alkyl chains.

The validity of the above interpretation can be checked
through quantitative examination of the sublayer thicknesses
and densities. Although Table I�a� shows that the uncertain-
ties for the natural parameters used to fit the two-box model
�especially for�1 , �2 , and�1) are relatively large, the ac-
tual density profiles are considerably better defined. This
type of situation is typical of models for which the number of
independent parameters is larger than can be justified by the
data.45 In such cases, both the variance of each parameter
and the cross correlations between different parameters are
large, but linear combinations of these can be found with
much smaller uncertainties and cross correlations. In fact, in
the present case, more definitive�and more physically mean-
ingful� measures of layer thicknesses and densities can be
extracted graphically from the density profiles. We define
parameterslcore, lchain, l total(�lcore�lchain), �core, and�chain

from the extremum points in the best-fit profiles��(z)�/��

and their gradients, as shown in Fig. 6�c�. Table I�b� lists
typical ranges of these parameters�derived from the profiles

FIG. 7. Average electron density profiles��(z)�/�� of the water/C16–O–
PBLG/gas interface. They were extracted from the best fits to theR/RF data
and are based on the two-box model.�a� PD325 films at various area/
monomer and surface pressures�shifted vertically for clarity�. �b� Compari-
sons between the profiles from PD325 films at 22.5 °C�solid lines� and
MD76 films at 30.9 °C�short dashed lines� and at 22.5 °C�long-short
dashed lines�. The thick and long dashed lines are one-box model profiles
from bare PBLG monolayers.
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with 
�2�1), and Table I�c� demonstrates the narrower
ranges of their uncertainties by comparing them with those
of the corresponding two-box parameters.

The layer thicknesseslcore, lchain, andl total and the sub-
layer densities�core and�chain thus derived are plotted as a
function of A in Fig. 8 and as a function of� in Fig. 9. The
quantity �s in Fig. 8�a� represents the number of electrons
per unit area belonging to the C16–O–PBLG molecules,
which containn0�255 electrons/monomer. The experimen-
tally derived estimates�s���(�core•lcore��chain•lchain) �tri-
angles� and the theoretical curve�s�n0 /A expected for a
laterally uniform, monomolecular film�dashed curve� agree
within �10% of each other, all the way up to��30 dyne/
cm. The good agreement indicates that the two sublayers
together account for nearly all of the C16–O–PBLG mol-
ecules on the surface. Moreover, it reinforces the validity of
the underlying assumption that the C16–O–PBLG film is
indeed a monolayer�as opposed to, say, a bilayer� and re-
mains so up to high� with little loss of material.

As already inferred from Fig. 7�b�, the thicknesslcore of
the lower sublayer�squares in Figs. 8�c� and 9�b�� compares
well with the thicknessl1�10.6�12.1 Å observed for PBLG
monolayers.24 This is consistent with the rod-like PBLG
cores of C16–O–PBLG that are oriented parallel to and con-
centrated near the water/film interface with a relatively nar-
row height distribution. The plausibility of the maximum
density �core can be checked as follows: If the fraction
APBLG/A of the area in the lower sublayer is attributed to the
PBLG cores and the remaining fraction to alkyl chains, up-
per and lower bounds on�core can be estimated using

�core
� ��APBLG/A ��PBLG��1�APBLG/A ��alk,S , �2a�

�core
� ��APBLG/A ��PBLG��1�APBLG/A ��alk,L , �2b�

whereAPBLG and�PBLG represent the area/monomer and the
maximum value of��(z)�/�� for a close packed PBLG
monolayer on water, respectively. The quantity�alk,i

��alk,i /�� stands for the electron density in a crystalline (i
�S) or liquid (i�L) phase of alkyl chains normalized to
that of water. The parameters for PBLG can be represented
by APBLG�20.2 Å2/monomer and�PBLG�1.36 observed at
��2.5 dyne/cm�see Fig. 7�b��. As for �alk,i , the bulk liquid
density of n-alkanes39,46 can be used to set�alk,L�0.80,
while electron densities measured previously for ordered
monolayer phases of simple surfactants33,36,47–49and for sur-
face frozen and bulk rotator phases ofn-alkanes39,46 lead to
�alk,S�0.95– 1.0. The bounds calculated using these values
in Eq. �2� are indicated by the dashed curve (�core

� with
�alk,S�1.0) and the dotted curve (�core

� ) in Fig. 8�b�. The
fact that the experimentally derived values for�core �squares
in Figs. 8�b� and 9�a�� fall between these two limiting curves
at low � �largeA� provides additional evidence for the seg-
regation of PBLG cores near the water/film interface. On the
other hand, the fact that the values for the upper layer density
�chain �triangles in Figs. 8�b� and 9�a�� fall within the range
�alk,L�0.80��chain��alk,S�1 suggests that alkyl chains
are the primary constituents of the upper sublayer. This ob-
servation is consistent with the segregation of–O–C16
chains near the film/vapor interface.

TABLE I. Typical range of parameters for the average electron density profile��(z)�/�� across the water/
C16–O–PBLG/gas interface, determined by 67% confidence limits�i.e., from the
�2�1 contour in the
parameter space�: �a� two-box fitting parameters;�b� parameters derived from two-box profiles; and�c� com-
parison between the uncertainties of parameters in�a� and �b�. Note: for each parameterp, 
p
�upper limit�p�� lower limit�p�.

��2.05 dyne/cm
(�min

2 �0.81)
��9.4 dyne/cm

(�min
2 �3.3)

��30.7 dyne/cm
(�min

2 �0.75)

�a�
z1 (Å) 9.6a–12.7 9.6a–12.3 9.6a–14.3
z2 (Å) 22.4–24.1 25.6–27.0 29.5–30.4
�1 1.20–1.42 1.25–1.42 1.29–1.59
�2 0.72–0.97 0.84–0.96 0.85–0.97
�0 (Å) 2.54b–3.8 2.68b–3.9 3.30b–4.6
�1 (Å) 2.54b–7.2 2.68b–6.2 4.0–9.4
�2 (Å) 2.54b–3.7 3.0–3.8 3.5–4.2

�b�
lcore�Å) 9.7–12.8 10.6–12.3 12.0–14.4
l total �Å) 22.8–24.1 26.1–27.0 30.4–31.2
lchain�Å) 11.2–13.2 14.7–15.6 16.9–18.4
�core 1.195–1.218 1.247–1.263 1.273–1.288
�chain 0.834–0.961 0.882–0.953 0.937–0.976

�c�

lcore/
z1 1.0 0.63 0.50

l total /
z2 0.74 0.60 0.49

�core/
�1 0.11 0.094 0.050

�chain/
�2 0.51 0.60 0.31

aLower bound onz1�l1 constrained by the smallest thickness ofl1�10.6�1.0 Å observed for PBLG mono-
layers.

bLower bound on� i constrained by the predicted capillary-wave roughness.
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Figures 8 and 9 show that the behavior of the thicknesses
and the densities seem to change aroundA lim

�27 Å2/monomer and��4 dyne/cm. The ‘‘shoulder’’ re-
gion on the lower density side of this point (A�A lim) is
characterized by little or no variations in any of the three
thicknesses. In this constant thickness regime, the density
�coreof the lower sublayer starts out�at��0� being close to
the midpoint between the two limiting curves�core

� , in-
creases gradually with compression, and becomes compa-
rable to its upper bound�core

� as the area reachesA lim

�27 Å2/monomer. Further compression toA�A lim and
��5 dyne/cm produces little further changes in�core, but it
is now accompanied�together with the steep rise in�� by
film thickening characterized by a slight increase inlcore and
more rapid increases inlchain and l total. These observations
�together with�core��core

� at A�A lim) suggest that at the
limiting areaA lim , the lower sublayer achieves the maximum
packing configuration that is possible without deformation or
vertical displacements of PBLG cores.

The behavior of the upper layer density�chain at low �

cannot be determined unambiguously due to its relatively
large uncertainties. Nevertheless, according to the best-fit
values,�chain is closer to�alk,L�0.80 at��0 and increases
as the area is reduced toA lim . This seems to indicate that at
least on the low-density side of the ‘‘shoulder’’ region
����2 dyne/cm�, the –O–C16 chains in the upper layer
may be disordered. By contrast, the values for�chain on the
high-density side (A�A lim , ��5 dyne/cm� are comparable
to �alk,S�0.95– 1.0, suggesting more solid-like packing of
these chains. The thickness oflchain�18 Å observed at the
highest pressure probed���30 dyne/cm� would correspond
to an average tilt angle of�cos�1(18/21.6)�34° relative
to the surface normal for fully extended–O–C16 chains if
all of them were anchored on a single plane. Since this latter
condition is clearly not satisfied in the present case, the
above average value should only be viewed as an estimate
for possible magnitudes. Given that the side chains are teth-
ered to the helical backbones and some of the alkyl ends
reside between PBLG cores in the lower layer, a relatively
large distribution in local tilt angles is to be expected. The
issues concerning the ordering of–O–C16 chains at high�
will be illuminated further by the GID results to be discussed
in the following section.

C. GID: In-plane structures

The GID results reveal that two different types of struc-
tural order coexist within the C16–O–PBLG monolayers.

FIG. 8. �a� The surface electron density from C16–O–PBLG molecules,�b�
relative density parameters, and�c� thickness parameters derived from best-
fit profiles as a function of area/monomer for PD325 film at 22.5 °C. In
panel �a�, the down triangles correspond to�s���(�core•lcore��chain•lchain) based on the extracted parameters, and the dashed line to the theo-
retical curve�s�n0 /A. In panel �b�, the dashed line corresponds to the
upper limit�core

� in Eq. �2a� and the dotted line to the lower limit�core
� in Eq.

�2b�. The quantities�alk,i��alk,i /�� indicated on the right stand for the
electron density in a crystalline (i�S) or liquid (i�L) phase of alkyl chains
normalized to that of water.

FIG. 9. �a� The relative density parameters and�b� thickness parameters
derived from best-fit profiles as a function of�; PD325 films at 22.5 °C
�filled symbols�; MD76 films at 30.9 °C �open symbols�, and 22.5 °C
�crossed open symbol�.
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One corresponds to lateral positional order arising from the
alignments of rod-like PBLG cores, and the other originates
from the packing of chain-like–O–C16 part of the side
chains. These two types of in-plane order involve dissimilar
intermolecular repeat distances and therefore manifest them-
selves in different ranges of scattering vectors. The principal
results elucidating the interrod and interchain structures are
presented separately below.

1. Interhelix order

GID intensities measured at relatively small lateral wave
vectors qxy and near the surface horizon (0�qz

�0.11 Å�1) exhibit a peak centered in the range 0.33�qxy

�0.45 Å�1. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, which shows a
series of representative data collected from PD325 films un-
der different degrees of compression at 22.5 °C. As the film
is compressed and the surface pressure rises, the centerq0 of
the peak shifts to largerqxy , implying a compression-
induced decrease in the corresponding in-plane repeat dis-
tanced�2�/q0 . The positionq0 has been determined by
fitting a Lorentzian with constant and linear background
terms to each GID pattern. The best fits are shown as the
solid curves in Fig. 10. Thed spacingd�2�/q0 is plotted as
a function ofA in Fig. 11 �PD325 films only� and as a func-
tion of � in Fig. 12 �both PD325 and MD76 films�, respec-

tively. The figures show that thed spacing starts out around
d�19 Å at low � and compression to��30 dyne/cm re-
duces it tod�14.5 Å for PD325 films and tod�16 Å for
MD76 films.

In the previous GID measurements on PBLG monolay-
ers, a peak that resembles those shown in Fig. 10 was ob-
served but at slightly largerqxy or slightly smaller d
spacing.24 The similarities with the results on PBLG suggest
that the rod-like PBLG cores of C16–O–PBLG molecules
are aligned parallel to their near neighbors within the lower
sublayer of the monolayer. According to this interpretation,
the observed GID peak is associated with the lateral posi-
tional periodicity in the direction perpendicular to the
aligned rod axes, and thed spacingd can be identified with a
nearest-neighbor interhelix distance along the same direc-
tion. The main difference between bare PBLG and C16–O–
PBLG is in the exact magnitude of the interhelix distance.
Over the range of� in which the monolayer is stable, thed
spacing between PBLG rods has been found to vary from
d�13.6 Å at��0 to d�12.6 Å at��9 dyne/cm.24 Figure
12 shows that over the same range of�, the interhelix dis-
tance between hairy rods C16–O–PBLG also decreases but

FIG. 10. Interhelix GID peaks from C16–O–PBLG monolayers�PD325� at
22.5 °C and various�. The curves have been shifted vertically for clarity.
The lines are Lorentzian fits.

FIG. 11. Interhelix distance�symbols� and surface pressure� �line� as a
function of area/monomerA for C16–O–PBLG monolayers�PD325 films�
at 22.5 °C. Vertical dashed lines divide the separate regions.

FIG. 12. Interhelixd spacing vs� for C16–O–PBLG monolayers:�a�
PD325 films at 22.5 °C,�b� MD76 films at 22.5 °C, and�c� MD76 films at
30.9 °C. Each solid line is given by dividing the area from isotherm by the
helical pitchL1�1.5 Å/monomer along the helical axis.
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remains greater than the values for PBLG by
d�5 Å. This
extrad spacing for C16–O–PBLG is consistent with the idea
that –O–C16 chains are present in the core-dominated lower
sublayer and are confined between pairs of aligned PBLG
cores.

The widths of the GID peaks observed from C16–O–
PBLG monolayers do not show any compression-dependent
behavior. However, in all cases, the peak widths are broader
than the resolution�qxy(�0.026 Å�1), and the FWHM val-
ues
qxy determined from the Lorentzian fits scatter in the
range
qxy�0.04– 0.1 Å�1. By identifying the inverse of
the resolution-corrected half width with a lateral correlation
length,28,36i.e.,���2/�
qxy��qxy�, the extent of the lateral
positional correlations is estimated to be on the order of only
�� /d�2 – 10 interhelix distances, which implies short-range
order. This estimate for�� /d is comparable to the values
found for the PBLG monolayer.24 The limited extent of��

and its apparent insensitivity to changes in� suggest that
C16-O-PBLG molecules form a 2D glassy phase consisting
of many small, locally ordered domains, which remain ‘‘fro-
zen in’’ up to high�. Moreover, a sample rotation scan with
the detector position fixed at the peak center does not show
the intensity variations that would be expected if the illumi-
nated region of the sample consisted of few large domains. It
follows from this that small domains are oriented randomly
within the monolayer plane�i.e., a powder average�.

Some insights on how the microscopic structure of the
monolayer responds to macroscopic compression can be
gained by examining the compression-dependent variations
of the interhelix distance. For that purpose, Fig. 11 makes a
comparison between the�-A and ‘‘d-A ’’ isotherms for
PD325 films at 22.5 °C. The figure is divided into four area/
monomer regions�regions 1–4� to emphasize the different
surface pressure behavior that can be seen in each region.
The behavior ofd can be summarized as follows:

In region 1, in which��0 throughout, thed spacing can
be considered, on average, to be roughly constant atd
�18.5– 19 Å. This is consistent with a macroscopic coexist-
ence of monolayer islands and bare water regions, just as in
the case of the PBLG monolayer forA�A lim and ��0.24

The fact that an interhelix GID peak is already observed in
this region indicates a tendency of C16–O–PBLG rods to
aggregate laterally and align themselves with neighboring
rods immediately upon spreading, without external pressure.

For region 2, the number of data points is too small to
make any definite conclusions about a possible change ind.
Nevertheless, the small initial rise in� in this region appears
to be accompanied by a slight decrease in thed spacing to
d�18 Å. If this is a real effect of compression, it implies an
actual microscopic compression of the C16–O–PBLG
monolayer. This suggests that bare water areas of macro-
scopic sizes are probably absent at the onset of region 2, as
already inferred from the reversibility of the isotherm.

In region 3, which is defined by the plateau in the�-A
isotherm, thed spacing also exhibits a plateau-like behavior.
It is interesting to note that the measurable change in surface
area over this region (A�31.5→A lim�27.0 Å2/monomer, or

A/A�15%) leaves the interhelix distance almost unaf-
fected �constant atd�18 Å, within a scatter of�d/d

�5%). Any physical model that attempts to explain the
shoulder feature in the isotherm must be able to account for
this apparent discrepancy as well.

In region 4, decreasing area results in both a steep rise in
� and a significant decrease in the interhelix distance. There-
fore, unlike the behavior seen in region 3, macroscopic film
compression in region 4 seems to lead directly to micro-
scopic compression of aligned C16–O–PBLG rods within
the locally ordered domains.

The relationship between macro- and microscopic com-
pression is illuminated further by thed versus� plot shown
in Fig. 12. Each of the ‘‘A/L1 versus�’’ curves shown�solid
lines� has been obtained by dividing the nominal area/
monomer A in the isotherm by the�-helix pitch of L1

�1.5 Å/monomer. These curves are based on the assumption
that the total lengthL of a C16–O–PBLG rod consisting of
n monomers is fixed atL�n�L1 at all times. Figure 12�a�
shows that for PD325 films at 22.5 °C, the observedd spac-
ing is described very well by the linear relationd�A/L1 for
���5 dyne/cm�i.e., in region 4�. Although the data are less
complete for MD76 films, Figs. 12�b� and 12�c� show that
the behaviord�A/L1 also seems to hold for the MD76 films
at high � ��15 dyne/cm at 22.5 °C and�25 dyne/cm at
30.9 °C�. These observations imply that at high�, close
packing of ordered domains almost completely accounts for
the entire surface coverage, and there is a direct correspon-
dence between intermolecular and macroscopic compres-
sions.

By contrast, Fig. 12�a� shows that for PD325 films at
low � ���5 dyne/cm�, the observedd spacing clearly devi-
ates from theA/L1 curve but simply extrapolates the high-�
behavior down to��0. This deviation is equivalent to the
discrepancy noted earlier between the magnitudes of varia-
tions ind andA across region 3�see Fig. 11�. For the MD76
film at 30.9 °C, a slight difference betweend and A/L1

(�d) seems to persist up to a pressure of��20 dyne/cm,
which is well above the values along the shoulder feature.
These results indicate that a compression mode other than
the reduction of interhelix distance is operating at low�.

One possible explanation for the observationA/L1�d at
low � is that in the region of isotherm showing the ‘‘shoul-
der’’ feature, the film-coated surface is still not homogeneous
at the microscopic level. The behaviord�A/L1 in region 4
and the relatively narrow width of the shoulder feature
(
A/A�15% for PD325� suggest that even in region 3, a
substantial fraction of the surface is occupied by the locally
ordered domains. The remaining fraction of the surface area
may be due to microscopic holes within such a domain
and/or small gaps where neighboring domains meet. Another
plausible possibility is the presence of lower-density do-
mains on the surface in which the rods are not perfectly
aligned and therefore occupy, on average, a larger area/
monomer thanA lim�27 Å/monomer. This type of disorder
might occur near the boundaries of ordered domains. Ac-
cording to these hypotheses, the compression across region 3
would be accomplished by reducing microscopic areas that
are either empty or disordered, while keeping the intermo-
lecular spacing in ordered domains more or less intact. The
GID results presented here cannot distinguish between these
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possibilities. In Sec. III A, it was speculated that the shoulder
feature in the isotherm may be associated with freezing of
some of the–O–C16 chains that are conformationally disor-
dered at low�. This would be qualitatively consistent with
the above microscopic models of compression if the disor-
dered chains to be frozen corresponded to those that are lo-
cated at the peripheries of locally aligned domains, at micro-
scopic defects within such domains, or in unaligned, low
density regions.

Finally, as far as the interhelix order is concerned, the
most prominent difference between the two samples of C16–
O–PBLG monolayers appears to be in the interhelix com-
pressibility. The discrepancy between the slopes of their
�-A isotherms has already been emphasized in Fig. 2�c�.
Similarly, comparison between Figs. 12�a� and 12�b� shows
that locally ordered domains formed within the MD76 film at
22.5 °C are less compressible than those in the PD325 film.
Since both of these films display the behaviord�A/L1 at
high�, it is clear that the apparent discrepancy between their
macroscopic compressibilities arises directly from the differ-
ence in interhelix compressibility. It is unclear how this ef-
fect depends on the differences in sample dispersity and/or
molecular size between the two samples. However, there is
further evidence that the effect is also related to the extent to
which the –O–C16 chains are ordered, which will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

2. Side chain order: Confinement-induced
herringbone (HB) order of tethered alkyl chains

The results of GID measurements at largeqxy

(�1 Å�1) show evidence for lateral ordering of–O–C16
chains in the C16–O–PBLG monolayer. Figure 13 illustrates
typical GID scans near the surface plane (0�qz

�0.11 Å�1) over the range ofqxy where the lowest-order
peaks due to packing of alkyl chains are observed. In the
figure, data collected at various stages of compression are
shown separately for PD325 films at 22.5 °C and a MD76

film at 30.9 °C. Salient features in the GID patterns are inde-
pendent of the differences between the two samples and can
be summarized as follows: First, a relatively broad peak cen-
tered atqxy�q1�1.5 Å�1 appears at high� ���5 dyne/
cm�. This ‘‘first peak’’ is present only on the high-density
side of the shoulder feature in the isotherm and seems to
grow with increasing�. Second, another peak that is weak
but often sharper than the other peak is observed atqxy

�q2�1.68 Å�1. This ‘‘second peak’’ seems to be always
present, even at low� where the isotherms exhibit the
plateau-like behavior. In contrast to the interhelix peak ob-
served at smallerqxy , these two peaks shift very little with
varying�. Qualitatively, these observations imply that com-
pression increases the number of–O–C16 chains belonging
to anordered packing structure while leaving the interchain
spacings in such a structure almost unaffected.

The observed GID patterns can be fitted fairly well by
one or two Lorentzians with constant and linear background
terms. The best fits to high-� data containing the two peaks
are indicated by the solid curves in Fig. 13. The extractedd
spacingsdi�2�/qi are plotted as a function of� in Fig.
14�a�. The twod spacings are nearly independent of� and
can be considered constant atd1�4.2 Å and d2�3.75 Å.

FIG. 13. High-qxy GID scans on C16–O–PBLG monolayers at various
surface pressures�: �a� PD325 films at 22.5 °C and�b� MD76 films at
30.9 °C. The curves have been shifted vertically for clarity.

FIG. 14. �a� The d spacingd1�2�/q1 and d2�2�/q2 extracted from the
GID measurements on C16–O–PBLG monolayers: PD325 films at 22.5 °C
�filled symbols� and MD76 films at 22.5 °C�open circles� and at 30.9 °C
�open diamonds�. �b� End-on view of the HB packing arrangement of alkyl
chains and the rectangular HB unit cell.
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The lack of data ford1 below �5 dyne/cm signifies the
absence of the first peak at low�.

Theqz dependence of the GID peaks has been probed by
means of a series ofqxy scans at various detector heights
�qz� above the surface plane. The measurements of this type
were restricted to films at high�, for which the first peak at
qxy�q1 is well pronounced. Representative data are shown
in Fig. 15�a� for a MD76 film at ��13.9 dyne/cm andT
�22.5 °C. All available data for the positions (qxy

�q1 ,�qz�) of the first peak are presented together as a re-
ciprocal space plot in Fig. 15�b�, where the vertical error bars
for qz represent the fixed vertical detector acceptance
qz

�0.11 Å�1. The results show that with increasingqz , the
first peak atqxy�q1 ��1.5 Å�1 at qz�0) continually shifts
to smallerqxy while its magnitude changes little. Up to the
largestqz value of �qz�max�0.64 Å�1 �close to the experi-
mentally accessible limit�, the shift in the peak center
roughly follows a circle of constantq�1.5 Å�1 �solid curve
in Fig. 15�b��, whereq2�qxy

2 �qz
2. This behavior of the first

peak is indicative of a range of tilts for the orientations of
–O–C16 chain axes relative to the surface normal, as dis-
cussed further below.

By contrast, the second peak atqxy�q2�1.68 Å�1 is
centered atqz�0, diminishes rapidly with increasingqz , and
disappears almost completely for�qz��0.2 Å�1. A quantita-
tive characterization of the intensity falloff alongqz is hin-
dered by a combination of the use of relatively wide accep-
tance
qz , the nevertheless small magnitude of this peak,
and a background due to the tail of the first peak. However,
some estimates can be made on possible forms of this falloff.
For example, suppose that vertical�or ‘‘untilted’’ � straight
chains of lengthl were to form a monolayer with no distri-
bution in their heightsh �i.e., �h2��0). Then the intensity
distribution along a Bragg rod would be described by the
form S rod(qz)�TF(�)�sin(qzl/2)/(qzl/2)�2, whereTF(�) is
the Fresnel transmission factor of an ideally flat and sharp
water/vapor interface as a function of the output angle�.33

The intensityI rod(�qz�) actually observed is equal to the in-
tegration of S rod(qz) over �qz��qz���
qz/2. Using l
�21.6 Å for the all-trans length of –O–C16, one would ex-

pect the ratioI(�qz�)/I(0.054 Å�1) to be only 16% at�qz�
�0.2 Å�1 and much less for higher�qz�. If �h2��0, as is
most likely to be the case for–O–C16 chains, the falloff
along qz would be even faster since in that caseS rod(qz)
would acquire a multiplicative Debye–Waller-like factor
exp(��h2�qz

2). These estimates show that the absence of a
measurable peak intensity above�qz��0.2 Å�1 is roughly
consistent with the length of the–O–C16 chain.

Having established the peak positions in the reciprocal
space, possible packing structures of–O–C16 chains can
now be considered. The observation of the second peak cen-
tered atqxy�q2�1.68 Å�1 and qz�0 is significant in that
the CS andL2� phases of fatty acid,50–53 alcohol,50,54 and
ester34 monolayers display a peak at exactly the same loca-
tion. Of these two low-temperature 2D crystalline phases of
single-chain amphiphiles, the CS phase occurs at higher�
and consists of long alkyl tails oriented normal to the sur-
face, while theL2� phase is a low-� analogue in which tails
are tilted towards the nearest neighbors�NN�.28 Durbin et al.
recently confirmed experimentally that the CS andL2�
phases, which are related by a continuous transition, arise
from a common local packing structure that is based on the
herringbone�HB� arrangement of tails.53

The HB packing of alkyl chains, which occurs also in
bulk organic crystals, has been described previously.28,30,31It
is characterized by an orthorhombic�or ‘‘distorted hexa-
gon’’� unit cell of fixed dimensionsa1�a2�5.0 Å�7.5 Å in
the plane perpendicular to chain axes.28,30An end-on view of
HB-packed alkyl chains and the rectangular HB unit cell
�nonprimitive, two chains per cell� is depicted in Fig. 14�b�.
Defining 2D reciprocal vectorsGhk�2�/dhk in the plane of
the HB unit cell, it can be shown that the two lowest-order
sets of reciprocal points correspond to:�i� G11�1.51 Å�1

from the �11� �and (11̄)] planes with d spacing d11

�4.16 Å, and�ii � G02�1.68 Å�1 from the �02� planes with
d02�3.75 Å. That is, if HB-packed alkyl chains are oriented
normal to the water surface�as in the CS phase�, the�11� and
�02� peaks would be centered atqxy�G11 and qxy�G02 in
the surface plane (qz�0). If the chains that are tilted to-
wards NN in the�10� direction�as in theL2� phase� by angle
 relative to the surface normal, the�02� peak would still be
centered atqz�0 since the tilt is perpendicular to the�01�
direction; however, the�11� peak would be both shifted in-
ward (qxy�G11) and lifted above the surface plane (qz

�0) such that it falls on the arcq��qxy
2 �qz

2�1/2�G11 at
qz�G10sin(), whereG10�1.26 Å�1.28

It is clear from these expectations that the two peaks
observed at high� can be identified as the�11� and �02�
peaks that originate from the local HB packing of–O–C16
chains. One important observation here is that the HB order
of –O–C16 chains appears to be a local effect in that the
magnitude of the NN tilt is not uniform over the entire area
of the C16–O–PBLG monolayer. The appearance of the�11�
peak near the surface horizon (qz�0.11 Å�1; Fig. 13� indi-
cates that some HB-packed chains must be untilted at high
�. On the other hand, its shifting behavior (q�G11) above
the surface plane (qz�0.11 Å�1; Fig. 15� signifies not only a
finite NN tilt of other HB-packed chains but also a continu-
ous distribution in the values of the NN tilt angle that occur

FIG. 15. �a� qxy scans at various height�qz� above the surface�vertically
shifted for clarity� measured on a MD76 film at 22.5 °C and��13.9 dyne/
cm. �b� Peak positions in reciprocal space: MD76 films at 13.9 dyne/cm
�open circles� and at 24.0 dyne/cm�open squares�, and a PD325 film at 31.3
dyne/cm�filled triangles�, all at 22.5 °C.
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simultaneously over the surface. For example, at��24.0
dyne/cm, where the�11� peak is still visible at�qz�max

�0.64 Å�1, the tilt angle can be estimated to range from
�0 �untilted� to more than�sin�1(�qz�max/G10)�30°.

The observation of a relatively wide range of tilt angles
within a single monolayer is not too surprising for–O–C16
chains since they are not isolated molecules sitting on a flat
surface but are attached indirectly to the helical backbone.
The occurrence of somewhat large tilt angles��30°� even
at high� has already been suggested in the XR section and
is roughly consistent with the estimate based on the magni-
tude of the upper sublayer thicknesslchain �see Sec. III B�.
Another check on the possibility of large at high � is
provided by a comparison between the cross-sectional area
AHB�a1a2/2�18.8 Å2/chain taken up by one–O–C16
chain in the HB unit cell�Fig. 14�b�� and the area/monomer
A, which corresponds to the average surface area available
per chain. For example, an NN tilt by�30° would require
an area ofA�AHB /cos(30°)�21.7 Å2/monomer, a condi-
tion well satisfied up to��30 dyne/cm�Fig. 2�c��.

The extent of lateral correlations associated with the HB
order of –O–C16 chains can be inferred from the observed
peak widths. First, the lack of afixed NN tilt at given �
suggests that the correlations along any in-plane direction
with a nonzero component along the NN tilt are likely to be
short range. This is consistent with the broadness of the�11�
peak in Fig. 13. On the other hand, for highly compressed
films, the �11� peak is well defined and its FWHM
qxy

�
q1 based on the Lorentzian fits can be used to estimate a
characteristic correlation length�11�2/�
q1��qxy� along
the direction ofd11. The correlation length�11 thus deter-
mined is only of the order of�11�13– 17 Å (�11/d11

�3 – 4) for the PD325 films at��25 dyne/cm and�11

�21– 25 Å (�11/d11�5 – 6) for the MD76 films at��15
dyne/cm; it should be even shorter at lower�, where the
�11� peak is both broader and weaker.

Second, although the amplitude of the�02� peak atqxy

�q2 is relatively small and the limited number of data points
over the peak prevents an accurate determination of its
FWHM 
q2 , the width
q2 is usually much smaller than

q1 , and therefore the correlation length�02 along the�01�
axis should be significantly larger than�11. For example, the
fit to the bottommost data curve shown in Fig. 15�a� gives

q2�0.04�0.01 Å�1, which translates into �02�140
�100 Å. Taking this as a rough estimate, we expect the cor-
relation length�02 to be of the order of�02�100 Å or possi-
bly longer. The directional dependence displayed by the rela-
tive magnitudes of�hk as evidenced by�02��11 is consistent
with the case of tilted monolayer phases of alkyl chains, for
which the longest positional correlations usually occur along
the direction perpendicular to the tilt.28

The magnitudes of the correlation lengths�hk estimated
above suggest that the extent of the HB order of–O–C16
chains is actually limited by the physical dimensions of
C16–O–PBLG molecules. First of all,�02�100 Å is roughly
of the same order of magnitude as the lengthsL of typical
C16–O–PBLG rods. Second, if the projection 10 of �11

onto the �10� axis �i.e.,  10�a2 /�a1
2�a2

2�1/2��11

�0.83�11) is taken to be a measure of the HB correlations

along the NN tilt direction, then, the maximum value that it
reaches upon compression to high� is given by  10,max

�11– 14 Å for the PD325 films and 10,max�17– 21 Å for the
MD76 films. These estimates for 10,max are comparable to
the interhelix distanced observed at high� �see Fig. 12�.
These observations strongly suggest that the�01� axis of the
HB unit cell runs parallel to the helical axes of aligned
PBLG cores while the�10� axis and hence the NN tilt of
–O–C16 chains are in the direction normal to the helical
axis.

The well-defined orientation of the HB unit cell with
respect to the molecular axis of C16–O–PBLG implies that
the HB order must develop with compression in such a way
that it is structurally consistent not only with the segregation
behavior along the surface normal but also with the in-plane
structure of PBLG cores. Figure 16 illustrates one possible
model for the spatial development of the HB order that
takes into account these various structural aspects of the
C16–O–PBLG monolayer. The top view of the monolayer
plane in Fig. 16�a� depicts a model structure at high�,
showing a HB-packed domain of–O–C16 chains with its
�01� axis oriented parallel to the lengths of aligned C16–O–
PBLG rods. The following considers how such a structure
can result from lateral compression of a less two-
dimensionally ordered structure that is first formed at low�.

FIG. 16. A model for ordering of side chains, showing ordered chains only.
�a� Top view of HB packing at high surface pressure�. The�01� axis of the
HB unit cell is oriented parallel to the�-helical axes of aligned PBLG cores.
�b� Top view and side view of zigzag packing at low�, with 1D HB order
for –O–C16chains that are confined between aligned PBLG cores. The
–O–C16 chains can be untilted or tilted perpendicular to the�-helix axes of
PBLG cores. In�b�, unconfined chains directly above the cores are omitted.
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The presence of a weak�02� peak and the near absence
of the �11� peak at low� ���5 dyne/cm� indicate that a
small fraction of the–O–C16 chains first form a locally
HB-packed structure with a relatively large correlation
length parallel to the aligned PBLG-core axes�i.e., along
�01�� but with only very limited extent perpendicular to
them. The two important characteristics of this initial struc-
ture are its pseudo-1D nature and highly dense packing im-
plied by the HB order. If it weren’t for the presence of PBLG
cores, the latter would be somewhat surprising given the fact
that for ���5 dyne/cm, the average surface area available
per chain A�A lim�27 Å2/monomer is still significantly
larger thanAHB�18.8 Å2/chain. On the other hand, it has
been shown that PBLG cores align locally on the surface
without external pressure. Presumably, this reflects a strong
mutual attraction and tendency to self-aggregate into a 2D
solid24 �see Sec. III C 1�. There are a fixed number of
–O–C16 chains per unit length of a PBLG core�i.e., 1/L1

�1 monomer per 1.5 Å�, and approximately one quarter of
them are tethered to the water side of the core. Since these
chains are hydrophobic, they will have to fold around the
subsurface of the core to get away from water. These chains
that are confined semi-one-dimensionally between pairs of
aligned PBLG cores must then pack more densely than un-
confined chains sitting directly above the cores. These con-
fined chains would be subjected to a rather high internal
local pressure even at��0. On the basis of these consider-
ations, we suggest that the initial ordering of–O–C16 chains
at low� is a consequence of the 1D confinement imposed by
the local alignments of PBLG cores and can be attributed
mostly to chains in the confined regions.

Figure 16�b� illustrates an idealized model�a ‘‘zigzag’’
model� of a possible initial structure����5 dyne/cm� that
is based on the HB packing of confined–O–C16 chains. The
figure omits unconfined chains, which are expected to be
disordered at low�. The model consists of two rows of
chains forming a zigzag pattern in the confined region, where
each row is contributed by one of the two neighboring C16–
O–PBLG rods on either side. The HB packing implies that
the positions of chains along each row are periodic with re-
peat distance ofa2 and are related to those of the other row
by a vector (a1/2,a2/2�d02) that is normal to the axes of the
–O–C16 chains. Due to the physical size of alkyl chains, it
is not possible to fit more than two rows within the measured
gap between the PBLG cores, whose estimated width
d
�5 Å is comparable toa1 . Given that the side chain as a
whole is tethered to the helical backbone, there may be a
distribution in the heights of–O–C16 chains within a given
ordered domain, and any given domain may be tilted in the
direction normal to the helical axis�see Fig. 16�b��.

The case for the above interpretation is strongly sup-
ported by the following. First, the HB unit cell dimension of
a2�7.5 Å along the�01� axis happens to be an integer mul-
tiple of the�-helix pitch L1�1.5 Å/monomer along the he-
lical axis, i.e.,a2�5L1 . According to the model,on aver-
age, every segment of five monomers in a C16–O–PBLG rod
would contribute one chain to the zigzag structure on one
side of the core and another to the other side. The surface
areaA5 predicted to be taken up by a five-monomer segment

of a C16–O–PBLG rod should roughly be equal toA5

�5APBLG�2AHB . Taking the low-� value of APBLG

�20 Å2/monomer for the core�Fig. 2�c��, the area/monomer
for C16–O–PBLG based on the zigzag model is estimated to
be A5/5�27.5 Å2/monomer. The fact that this estimate
agrees well withA lim�27 Å2/monomer from the isotherms is
further evidence for the plausibility of the model. As for the
unconfined chains left above the core�roughly three per 5
monomer segment�, an average area of (5/3)APBLG

�33 Å2/chain available to each at low� is more than
enough room for these chains to be disordered.

It should be emphasized that the interpretation given
above doesnot imply that every fifth monomer in a
C16–O–PBLG rod contributes its chain to formation of one
row in a zigzag structure. In a given� helix, the position at
which the side chain of themth monomer is tethered to the
helical backbone can be described by the cylindrical coordi-
nates (r,m!1 ,mL1), wherer�2.3 Å is the backbone radius
of the � helix and!1�100°.55 The notion that every fifth
monomer has its side chain protruding always on the same
side of the rod is inconsistent with the azimuthal angle
change of
!�140° over five monomers. Given the hydro-
phobicity of alkyl chains, it is more likely that the monomers
contributing to the HB packing in the confined region are
those whose side chains are tethered near the bottom�i.e.,
towards water� of the helical backbone. The ordering of their
–O–C16 part is probably accomplished by means of some
appropriate conformational and orientational rearrangements
of the ‘‘spacer’’ part �i.e., – (CH2)2– COO–CH2– C6H4– ;
see Fig. 1�a��, whose end-to-end length can stretch out to
�10 Å.

Regardless of the specific molecular-level details of how
the surface area is reduced with increasing�, it is clear that
the free area available to–O–C16 chains must become re-
duced. At high� ���5 dyne/cm�, the area constraint will
enhance the packing order of chains, thereby increasing the
number of unconfined chains participating in the HB order
�see Fig. 16�a��. The area reduction might occur through de-
formation of PBLG cores, as suggested by the slight increase
in lcore with compression�Figs. 8 and 9�, or alternatively, by
either reducing the tilt within the zigzag structures or verti-
cally displacing one row of chains relative to the other row.
While the exact nature of the mechanism is not clear, both
the behaviord�A/L1 �Fig. 12� and the increase inlchain at
high � indicate that the unconfined–O–C16 chains in the
upper sublayer do experience effects of reduced area as the
film is compressed. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose
that compression causes these chains to be brought into
alignment with nearby chains and conform to the HB struc-
tures initially formed in the confined regions. This interpre-
tation is consistent with the observed behavior of the�11�
peak that implies a lateral growth of the HB order with in-
creasing� in the direction perpendicular to the core axes.

As noted earlier, the C16–O–PBLG monolayer is char-
acterized by the fact that it sustains high surface pressures.
This stability can now be understood as a consequence of the
lateral ordering of–O–C16 chains. According to the esti-
mated values of 10,max that are reached at high�, –O–C16
chains in the MD76 films achieve a slightly higher degree of
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the HB order perpendicular to PBLG core axes than those in
the PD325 films. This is likely to be the origin of the lower
compressibility of the MD76 films, which is evidenced by
the high-� behaviors of both their isotherms�Fig. 2�c�� and
interhelix d spacing�Fig. 12�. It is yet unclear how this dis-
crepancy between the two samples depends on the differ-
ences in dispersity and molecular weight.

From the structural point of view, the ordering of
–O–C16 chains evidenced by the results presented above is
quite consistent with a highly dense structure based on the
HB packing. However, at first glance, the observation of the
HB order at room temperature appears to be in conflict with
known thermodynamics of various monolayers formed by
simple isolated alkyl chains of comparable length. For ex-
ample, according to the generalized phase diagram of fatty
acid monolayers, the ordered phase formed by C16 acid at
room temperature�and high�� should have a less dense
structure with a hexagonal symmetry, and theL2� and CS
phases would not occur at all unless the subphase tempera-
ture could be reduced toT��20 °C.28 However, this dis-
crepancy is not so unreasonable if one takes into account the
fact that the–O–C16 chain is not an isolated chain but one
end of it is attached to a rod-like PBLG core. The constraint
of a fixed number of side chains per unit length of� helix
together with confinement imposed by the parallel align-
ments of PBLG cores significantly reduces the number of
various degrees of freedom�conformational, rotational, ori-
entational, translational, etc.� that is available to the confined
chains. This reduction in chain entropy is probably the rea-
son why –O–C16 chains favor the HB structure, which is a
well-known low-energy packing mode of alkyl chains.28,30

IV. SUMMARY

Langmuir monolayers of hairy-rod polypeptide
C16–O–PBLG have been studied. The�-A isotherms show
that the C16–O–PBLG monolayers sustain much higher sur-
face pressure�up to��40 dyne/cm at 22 °C� than the PBLG
monolayer, which collapses at�9 dyne/cm to form a bilayer.
For T�22 °C, the isotherms of C16–O–PBLG display a
relatively narrow plateau-like feature at low� (
A/A
�15% or less�, while such a feature is absent atT�11 °C.
The exact origin of this low-� behavior is still unknown.
However, the reversibility of the plateau feature upon com-
pression and expansion suggests that it is an intrinsic prop-
erty of the C16–O–PBLG monolayer.

The microscopic structures of the monolayers at room
temperature have been probed using x-ray reflectivity and
grazing incidence diffraction techniques. The main results
can be summarized as follows:

The electron density profiles extracted from XR data are
consistent with the formation of a monolayer in which
C16–O–PBLG rods are oriented parallel to the water. How-
ever, the nonuniformity of the profiles across the film indi-
cates that the hydrophobicity of–O–C16 chains results in
internal segregation of the monolayer into an upper sublayer
occupied by–O–C16 chains and a PBLG core-dominated
lower sublayer. The monolayer thickens with increasing�,
but this segregated structure is maintained up to high�
��30 dyne/cm�.

The observation of a low-qxy GID peak at��0 indi-
cates that C16–O–PBLG rods aggregate laterally and form
locally aligned domains in the monolayer. The interhelix dis-
tanced between aligned rods decreases continuously with
increasing� and scales linearly withA at high�. This linear
behavior shows that macroscopic compressibility of the
monolayer at high� is directly related to the microscopic
interhelix compressibility. Due to the presence of–O–C16
chains that are confined between aligned PBLG cores, the
interhelix d spacing for C16–O–PBLG is larger than that
found in the PBLG monolayer. The width
d�5 Å of this
extra spacing for C16–O–PBLG is consistent with the ‘‘con-
fined’’ chains pointing away from water. As in the case of the
PBLG monolayer, the observed width of the interhelix peak
implies short-range order and the lateral positional correla-
tions between aligned C16–O–PBLG rods extend over only
2–10 interhelix distances.

For ���5 dyne/cm, GID patterns exhibit two addi-
tional peaks at higherqxy that are consistent with ordered
packing of –O–C16 chains. This suggests that the stability
of the C16–O–PBLG monolayers at high� might be a re-
sult of the lateral ordering of–O–C16 chains in the upper
sublayer. The peak positions are consistent with the HB
packing of alkyl chains that are commonly found in two
low-T phases CS�untilted� and L2� �tilted toward NN� of
fatty acid monolayers. The results also show that there is a
wide distribution in the NN tilt of –O–C16 chains, such that
the tilt angle for a given HB-packed domain can be any-
where from 0° �untilted� to �30° relative to the surface
normal. Various features of these peaks suggest that the HB
structure of–O–C16 chains has a specific in-plane orienta-
tion with respect to the helical axes of aligned PBLG cores.
The orientation is such that the NN tilt direction is always
perpendicular to the helix axes.

For ���5 dyne/cm, one of the two peaks is absent.
This observation together with the results at high� suggests
that the initial structure formed at low� has one-
dimensional character, such that the extent of HB order is
relatively large only in the direction parallel to the axes of
aligned PBLG cores. We have proposed a model in which the
initial one-dimensionally ordered structure consists of HB
packing of ‘‘confined’’ –O–C16 chains. The model is con-
sistent with the various structural characteristics of the
monolayers that have been elucidated in this study. In the
C16–O–PBLG monolayers, the HB order of–O–C16
chains appears to be a consequence of the 1D confinement
imposed by the local alignments of PBLG cores and the
tethering constraints and hydrophobicity of these chains.
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